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Foreword
India is certainly adopting to e-commerce rapidly and is
setting the benchmark for growth of retail in times to come,
with increasing internet penetration, mobile first consumer
behavior, advent of social commerce and improving digital
payments infrastructure, the total e-commerce sales may likely
to grow at 32% compounded annual growth rate CAGR from
2017 to 2021.
As India becomes digital, there is a next wave of internet users
that are coming online; these are the users in semi-urban and
rural areas, whose aspirations are as large as urban users. From
the current 18% penetration in the semi-urban and rural areas,
it’s expected that by 2021, the internet penetration will be as
high as 45%. This represents a significant growth opportunity
for e-commerce to serve this segment and a potentially
important growth lever.

These enablers will mean a much higher CAGR for semiurban and rural e-commerce opportunity than urban and
estimates based on demographic spread, likely users,
number of transactions, average selling price (ASP), etc.,
the e-commerce market for this segment is likely to be a
US$10b-US$12b opportunity in the next four years. The
entire rural opportunity, once reasonably built, may also
provide other use cases like peer to pear transactions,
micro lending and credit, health care distribution, etc.
This may also be a significant dollar value market over
and above the anticipated US$10b-US$12b market size.
While the metrics and potential user numbers are
impressive, this segment of consumers will be harder to
engage and win over:
a. Language and trust is a key engagement factor
and given the diversity, the more regional you can
become, the better conversion you are likely to get.
b. Access and transport infrastructure is another
challenge and hence supply chain efficiencies,
sourcing and logistic partner selections are significant
strategic levers.
c. Product portfolio and curation is fundamentally
important as diversity results in significant micro
markets, which requires sharper selection of
merchandising.
d. Innovations around distribution and logistics are
important elements for efficient delivery and depth of
servicing
e. Lack of touch, feel and fear of poor after-sales
services will need to be addressed through assisted
sales and omni-channel physical presence.
E-commerce players are piloting different strategies to
reach the rural consumers as the opportunity to grow
along with aspirational India is clear and present. Success
will come for companies that continuously innovate to
engage consumer especially the non-transacting and
service transacting users, and ultimately build a strong
trust brand.
Ankur Pahwa
Partner & National Leader,
E-commerce and Consumer Internet
Ernst & Young LLP

Executive
Summary
It is estimated that by year 2021, the number of internet users in India using local
languages will be 536 million, exceeding the internet users using English. Additionally,
the number of consumers residing in rural areas will be higher than urban and semiurban areas. The rural e–tail market presents US$10b-US$12b opportunity for e–
commerce firms in the next four years. This can be attributed to the rising household
incomes leading to an increase in consumption expenditure, diversified income sources
from non-agricultural activities, positive agricultural outlook, increase in internet
penetration, high propensity to spend and rising number of nuclear families in rural
India.
The internet penetration in rural India will be as high as 45% in 2021 from the present
penetration of only 18%. The challenges which were hampering the e–commerce
presence in rural India are slowly vanishing. The ever–decreasing prices of smartphones
and internet accessibility, rising internet speed, push from government and private
players for digital literacy underline the hypothesis that e-commerce industry will
establish its wide network in rural India in the next to three to four years. Users who use
Indian local languages are rising steadfastly and companies are equipping themselves
with speech–recognition technologies, working on platforms that support major local
Indian languages.
The journey to rural market doesn’t come without challenges. Heterogeneity of the
requirements of a rural consumer, lack of trust of online transactions, cheaper products
offline and absence of platforms in local languages, digital illiteracy and a market that is
highly-dependent on touch-and-feel are the biggest roadblocks in reaching and gaining
the trust of a rural consumer. However, certain companies are making in–roads in
clearing some of these hurdles and paving their way to the rural consumers. Companies
like Shopclues, IPay India, Inthree, StoreKing, One Bridge, Connect India, etc. are making
strides at selling in the rural market. Their initial success is an indication of the fact
that rural market has a huge potential and requires more effort to satiate the needs for
products. Adding to that, the rising number of new users for e-commerce giants such as
Amazon and Flipkart from rural India reflect the potential picture of the vast opportunity
that lies in rural India.
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Appreciating the unique characteristics of rural India, we need both product and service
innovation driven primarily through technology. Since 87% of the users in rural India use
a mobile phone to access internet, it is needless to say that m–commerce is inevitable,
however, it is not a single point solution. Offline to online through assisted commerce will
help alleviate some of the concerns from demand generation perspective.
Product curation and rationalization can be another important part to the rural strategy
and understanding the rural customer aspirations and the limited spending power would
be critical in curating the right product mix within the segment for the rural customers.
The focus should be on improving the unit economics across categories while delivering
superior customer experience (CX) tailored for rural consumers. This would be delivered
through the use of vernacular languages in interactions and the touch and feel aspect
delivered by assisted commerce set-ups at villages. The short-term success using
technology will come from the ease of engagement and building greater trust among rural
consumers to transact online. From long-term perspective, distributed logistic network will
help in reaching the rural consumers but for that, the local partner selection and tie-ups
are a must.
The e–commerce industry is adequately equipped to mitigate all these problems and in
future rural online retail could be the next big opportunity in Indian e–commerce space,
while it certainly will entail challenges, winners among e-commerce players will need to
focus on the need of rural customers and focus on winning their trust.
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Rural online retail
opportunity
Rural online retailing presents potential
opportunity of US$10b–US$12b by 2021

Rural population contributed to US$359b which forms 57% of the total retail market in
2017[19].
Table 1: Retail vs B2C e–commerce sales
Sales in US$b in 2017

Sales in US$b in 2021f

Total retail

B2C e–
commerce (%
of total retail)

Total retail

B2C e–
commerce
(% of total
retail)

B2C
CAGR
(20172021f)

India

629

18.8 (3.0%)

829

58 (7.0%)

32.5%

USA

3110

366 (11.8%)

3677

636
(17.3%)

14.8%

China

2200

449 (20.4%)

2600

701
(27.0%)

11.8%

Western
Europe

2940

253 (8.6%)

3386

385
(11.4%)

11.0%

Source: Y-stats, EY analysis, f = forecast
Note 1: B2C e–commerce defined as internet retailing value sales, excluding B2B and C2C
Note 2: Consumption expenditure is the spending by households on goods and services,
excluding new housing
Note 3: Rural has been defined as any town/village, etc. having less than 1 lakh population[21]

“

Fulfilling the needs and
aspirations of the next 200
million online buyers is a much
larger opportunity. However,
it requires an approach, which
is different from the one
used for the early adopters.
Value is an integral part of
this segment because the
aspirations are often curtailed
by limited disposable incomes.
Offering a relevant selection of
mainstream and good-quality,
yet affordably-priced products
is key, which is possible by
on-boarding third-party
sellers, whose merchandise
is built around the needs of
this audience. Ample breadth
to provide a choice to buyers
beyond what they can anyways
get in their neighborhood,
transparent policies and
quality assurance to build trust
amongst users and extreme
efficiency in fulfilment for
sustainably selling affordable
products are the essential
building blocks to serve this
segment.

“

1. Sizing the opportunity

Rohit Bansal, Co-founder,
Snapdeal
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Rising rural population
Rural India constituted 66.4% of the total population of 1.34 billion of India in 2017. The rural
population is forecasted to cross 900 million by 2020 constituting a 65% of the nation.

Figure1: Population of India in million
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Source: World Bank, f= forecast
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2. Positive outlook of the agricultural sector in years to come
Around 64% of rural employment is in the agricultural sector [1]. Agribusiness looks positive in the
coming years, which would greatly impact the income of rural households.
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Figure 2: Size of agribusiness
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The Government of India has also given a push by setting a target of doubling of farmers’ income
by the year 2022. Increasing the income from approximately US$1,481 per annum to US$2,962
is ambitious but it is a welcoming news for the e–commerce companies aiming to cater to the rural
hinterland of India[2].

3. Agriculture is not the only source of income for rural households
The rural population is not only dependent on cultivation and livestock rearing, but also on
the income from other sources such as waged labor and services, thereby ensuring consistent
expenditure throughout the year and not just post–harvest. There are approximately 212 million
households in rural India and the monthly average of household income is US$120.3.
Table 2: Breakup of average monthly household income in US$
Source of Income

Agricultural household

Non-agricultural
household

All households

46.9 (35%)

NA

22.3 (19%)

10.6 (8%)

NA

5.0 (4%)

7.3 (6%)

12.7 (12%)

10.1 (8%)

Wage labor

45.1 (34%)

58.8 (54%)

52.3 (43%)

Government/Private service

21.6 (16%)

34.7 (32%)

28.4 (24%)

1.8 (1%)

2.3 (2%)

2.1 (2%)

133.3

108.5

120.3

Cultivation
Lives stock rearing
Other enterprises

Other sources
Total
Source: NABARD Survey 2016-17
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4. High consumption expenditure of the rural population
Average consumption expenditure forms more than 80% of the income of rural households
pointing to the fact that income earned is spent on goods and services and hence, rural population
constitutes potential customers.
Table 2: Breakup of average monthly household income in US$
Category

Income

Consumption
expenditure

Surplus

Agricultural households

133.3

106.7

26.6

Non-agricultural households

108.5

92.3

16.2

All households

120.3

99.2

21.1

Source: NABARD Survey 2016-17

5. Increasing number of nuclear families in rural India
Families in rural India have started to go nuclear. In rural areas, the share of nuclear families
has risen from 50.7% in 2001 census to 52.1% in 2011. Share of joint families, meanwhile, fell
substantially from 19.1% (36.9 million) to 16.1% (40 million) across India. In rural areas, the dip
was sharper – from 20.1% to 16.8% – than in urban India, where it fell from 16.5% to 14.6% [3]. The
rising number of nuclear families imply more number of households and increasing opportunity
for a variety of retail consumption focusing on categories like apparel, consumer durables, kitchen
appliances, etc.

6. Households in lower income brackets moving to higher income
brackets
Fifty-four million households with low disposable income ranges are likely to shift to the next higher
bracket in the forecasted period; thereby indicating that lower income households as potential
targets for e–commerce companies.

Number of households (millions)

Figure 3: Income ranges of households
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7. Rising spend by households across categories
Figure 4: Total household spending breakdown
CAGR
+9.2%
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The household spend is expected to rise at a CAGR of 9.2%. Categories like clothing and footwear,
and household goods provide a large opportunity for e-commerce businesses to reach rural India.
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B

Enablers of growth
for online rural retail
Key challenges which blocked the path of e–commerce
in rural markets are gradually diminishing

1. Increasing internet penetration in rural India
There were 465 million Internet users in India as on December 2017 and expected to reach
751million in 2021 growing at CAGR of 12.7%. Rural internet penetration (defined by number of
internet users out of total rural population) was 18% in 2017 but is likely to grow at a considerable
rate of 26.3% to reach 45% by 2021. Rural internet users is expected to increase to 2.5x in
comparison to 1.1x for urban internet users, this abodes well for internet retailing companies as well
other internet-based companies, since this presents a sizeable opportunity for companies to start
thinking of further making in-roads in this market.

Number of users (million)

Figure 5: Internet users in India
800
700
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+12.7%

600
500
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CAGR
344

400
300
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200
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0

407
160
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2021f
Urban

Source: IAMAI, Nasscom, EY analysis

Rural
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a.

Falling smartphone prices and falling data rates have led to an increase in adoption of
internet

The number of smartphone users is likely to double by 2021. 109 million users (39% of all smart
phone users in India) owned smartphones in rural India as of June 2017. This is likely to increase
owing to fall in the prices of smartphone.
Average selling price (ASP) of smartphones will reduce from US$131 in 2015 to US$112 in 2020.
Lowest selling price of smartphones is priced at around US$61.

+472%

400
200
0

200
2.5
Apr-Jun 2016
Data consumed

20

14.3

-97%

6
Apr-Jun 2017
Data price

10
0

Data consumed
(GB per month per user)

Price (INR per GB)

Figure 6: Data tariff in India

Source: EY Analysis

Also, the data tariffs plummeted by 97% in 2017 after the launch of Jio thereby increasing the data
consumption.
86% of urban users and 87% of rural users consider mobile as the primary device for accessing the
internet, largely driven by availability and affordability of smart phones.

b.

Government initiatives to further push the internet usage in rural India

The government’s Digital India program is enabling internet penetration, which is expected to grow
from 25% in 2016 to 55% by 2025. BharatNet initiative aims to provide internet connectivity to 2.5
lakh gram panchayats or village blocks by March 2019 by deploying high-speed optical fiber cables
across rural areas of the country.
Under Phase-I, one lakh gram panchayats have been provided with hi-speed broadband connectivity
and 2.5 lakh kilometer high quality fiber has been laid out. Broadband connectivity to the remaining
1.5 lakh gram panchayats is likely to be completed before time by December 2018 [5] [6].

2. Public Wi-Fi would enable 40 million connected users
Public Wi-Fi would enable 40 million new connected users and contribute US$20b to India’s gross
domestic product (GDP) and at least US$10b per annum thereafter. Government aims to reach five
million access points in 2020 and 10 million in 2022, to provide coverage and internet connectivity,
for 600 million Indians[7] Railtel, Indian Railways and Google to offer public Wi-Fi in 400 stations
(around 7.6 million monthly active users). Following behavior is observed for the existing users
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Figure 7: MB per user per day
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Source: Analysis Mason

Figure 8: % of time in station spent on Wi-Fi
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50%
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Source: Analysis Mason

Figure 9: % of Wi-Fi users in stations choosing
type of internet usage
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35%
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Productivity
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Source: Analysis Mason

Reliance Jio is currently operating 200,000 public Wi-Fi access points and it has plans to deploy
total 1.5 million public hotspots by the end of 2019–20. Facebook has partnered with Airtel to open
20,000 hotspots. It now has around 1000 Wi-Fi hotspots having started with 700 in 2017.

3. Rising use of internet in regional languages
Language of access is a critical factor for internet penetration in India since 88% of Indian population
in non–English speaking. There is going to be an explosive growth in the number of internet users
using local Indian languages indicating increasing acceptance of internet in rural parts of India. The
Hindi user base is expected to outgrow the user base of English by 2021, followed by Marathi and
Bengali
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Urban India has
users accessing
regional content

of the
199 million 69%
internet users consume

while rural India
has users who
access Indic
content on the
internet

121 million

(total internet users 305 million)

(total internet users 160 million)

content in regional
languages, however,
68% of the usage is for
entertainment, audio/
video consumption
only.

Number of users (million)

Figure 10: Total regional language Internet users
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Source: IAMAI, Nasscom, EY analysis, f=forecast

4. Increasing internet speed
According to a 2017 EY Survey, following are the challenges faced by a rural population.
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Figure 12: Average internet speed
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Figure 11: Top challenges faced by rural India
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Source: Nasscom

But the biggest deterrent is being addressed with the advent of 4G. The average internet speed in
India will rise going forward as shown in Figure 12.

2021f

CAGR
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5. Financial enablement for rural customers
a.

Expansion of formal banking

Jan Dhan Yojna has opened up new customer segments for growth. 285 million new accounts were
opened and US$644m were added in the form of new deposits[18].
b.

Aadhaar-enabled payment

Payment solutions using credit cards, debit cards, automated teller machines (ATMs) and point of
sale (PoS) machines can make banking in rural India a costly proposition. Using Aadhaar-enabled
payment system (AEPS) like micro ATMs, which are handheld devices that use thumb impression to
enable payments and cash withdrawals can help address the high cost of payment solutions[18].

6. Digital skilling initiatives by government and private sector
Pradhan Mantri Gramin Digital Saksharta Abhiyan (PMGDISHA) has set the target to educate 60
million rural households by March 2019. The vision is to empower at least one person per household
with digital literacy by 2020.
Besides the government, private sector companies are participating in digital skilling of India.

Code Unnati
Code Unnati is a corporateto-citizen, digital literacy
and information technology
skills development initiative
aimed at fostering digital
inclusion in India. Launched
in June 2017 in association
with large Indian corporates
and a public charitable
trust, the program focuses
on providing software skills
to 3.5 million people under
Industry 4.0.

Internet Saathi
It is a digital
education
initiative to
provide digital
training to
children and
women. The
program
benefitted 1.2
million women till
December 2017
through 48,000
Internet Saathis.

World on Wheels
World on Wheels (WoW) program
aims to build and deploy 48 internetenabled mobile learning labs aimed
at driving digital literacy, education
programming, entrepreneurship
training and other community services
in rural India. Each 20-seater lab will
be equipped with computing and
printing equipment as well as software
suites and e-learning tools. The
program aims to reach to reach 6,400
Indian villages, impacting more than
15 million people.

7. Digitization of addresses
The Indian Department of Post in association with MapmyIndia has launched a pilot project,
eLocations aka eLoc, to digitally map the physical property addresses. Thus, when a person,
business or an official searches for a place by entering its eLoc, one can see the precise map location
of that place and get turn-by-turn directions to the exact entrance/doorstep of that place.
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C

Addressing rural
customers
Key concerns for winning “mind and wallet share”

1. The challenges faced by the rural customers are unique
Despite the growing needs of the rural customers, they still face challenges while buying their
desired products and services. The top challenges faced by rural consumers based on EY secondary
research are:
•

Forced travel to the nearest town to reach the local markets where they can buy the products of
their choice. On an average, the nearest town is located 15 to 20 km from the village

•

Limited choice of offerings on products available at the local brick and mortar stores

2. Rural customers behave differently than their urban counterparts
The value proposition for rural customers are different from urban customers owing to a variety of
reasons such as disposable income levels, aspirations, needs, education, social set-up, geography
and so on.
a.

The rural customers are aspirational due to exposure to television (TV) advertisements and
they want to buy the brands that are displayed as TV ads. However the rural customers are
also price conscious, with low disposable income. Therefore, it becomes essential to have the
right balanced mix of branded products and unstructured products, basis the market and the
type of customer being targeted.

b.

The consumer behavior and market dynamics of rural sectors are not homogenous across
the country. Hence, there is a need for localized geographic specific marketing to reach the
rural customers.
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% spend of the household

Figure 13: Spending pattern of consumers in Maharashtra
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Figure 14: Spending pattern of consumers in Bihar
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c.

The market is feast and famine type [17]. Farmers spend more money after harvest season
and spend months living frugally later on. This indicates that unlike the urban salaried class
with regular cash flows, the agrarian economy which has 1.5 to 2 crop cycles have cash flows
which follow these agrarian cycles.

d.

Rural consumers display brand infidelity, i.e., they are not brand loyal[16]. They are willing to
try new brands even if they are totally satisfied with a given brand.

e.

Price is one of the key factors for the purchase decision. In comparison with urban
households, rural households give price a lot more importance.

3. Concerns of a rural customer related to online purchase:

Touch and feel
Consumers are quite wary of what they buy. Unless they have reliability over
the product, they will not make an online transaction.

Lack of trust
The rural consumers have doubts over the credibility of the overall system
of e-commerce. Even though assisted commerce has begun to work well, in
order to drive self-purchase, education and experience are utterly important.

Lack of know-how of mobile app
Consumers are unaware of the overall process of shopping online. Problem
in deciphering the mobile app given that most of them are in English is a big
problem for an average rural consumer.

Lack of awareness of brands
Despite the decision being price-based, there are many products that are
similarly priced and provide too many options leading to a difficulty in
making purchases.

Fear of poor after–sales service
There is a doubt related to service post-delivery of the product.

Perceiving offline sellers as more reliable
Consumers trust the shopkeepers who sell offline as they have been buying
from them for quite a long time and there is personal relationship.

“

The rural market has
always been a significant
opportunity and we
recognized the needs
of aspirational India
early in our journey.
The success in serving
these markets lies in
understanding that
there is no one size
fit all model and each
micro market requires
to be built bottoms up;
be it merchandizing,
suppliers, catalogues,
content curation, supply
chain or logistics. The
interplay between price
point, conversions
and volumes, once
understood well by
e-commerce players will
drive growth and unit
economics

“

Despite the growing needs of the rural customers, they still face challenges while buying their
desired products and services. The top challenges faced by rural consumers based on EY secondary
research are:

Sanjay Sethi,
CEO and Co-Founder,
Shopclues
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Addressing concerns
of a rural customer
1. Focus on m–commerce
87% of rural population accesses internet on the phone. Mobile apps are less heavy than a
website thereby suitable for regions with lower internet speed. Also, many rural households have
smartphones but not a desktop or a laptop. Hence, m–commerce should be the focus of e–commerce
players aiming to capture rural markets.

Figure 15: Devices used to access internet in India – Urban and rural areas
(% of internet users)
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Source: IAMAI

1.1 Vernacular language depending upon the state:
Unlike the urban landscape, where language doesn’t play a prominent role in reaching out to the
end customer, language plays a pivotal role in interacting with customers in rural hinterlands.
Customizing the application to interact with rural customers in their own vernacular languages,
across different touch points such as mobile application and service centers, is crucial for
establishing trust and encouraging customers to transact online.
DailyHunt is a mobile application that publishes news and aggregates news in 17 Indian languages.
Its monthly active users (MAU) are 100 million and daily active users (DAU) are 21 million[19].There
are myriad apps for news articles, but they are for English users creating a need for vernacular
language readers. These news articles in regional languages are also vastly shared on other social
networking apps like WhatsApp and Facebook, which leads to a network effect attracting other users.
Needless to say, there is a vast user base in India that is solely dependent on regional languages for
entertainment, news updates, etc. providing an opportunity and need for companies to advertise on
vernacular-focused platforms that could lead to a higher conversion (click-through rates) resulting in
additional sales.
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Figure 16.1: Mobile apps in regional languages – Daily Hunt

“

Nelson Mandela said, “If you speak to a man
in a language he understands, it goes to his
head; if you speak to him in his language, it
goes to his heart.” These words of wisdom are
the fundamental insight that we need to serve
Bharat. Local language experiences need to be
consistent, continuous and contiguous across
all touch points in the consumer journey and
companies need to leverage this insight to
build great traction and engagement with their
customers.

“

Umang Bedi, President,
DailyHunt

Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojna (PMGSY) app is also present in local languages. It allows villagers
to give feedback about the roads and also know their development status.

Figure 16.2: Mobile apps in regional languages – PMGSY

Source: Secondary Research [8] [9]

1.2 Text–light, image-heavy app:
The mobile app designed for rural areas should have more pictures/symbols. Some applications
made for rural consumers are redefining the design from user experience and user interface
perspective, e.g., Kisan Suvidha app
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Figure 17: E–commerce customer-friendly design example

Source: Secondary Research [9]

2. Conversational intelligence platforms in regional languages
Since a lot of consumers in rural India are not proficient in English, it will be a huge advantage to
make mobile apps operate in local languages. The number of local language users will trump English
users by the year 2021 hence, voice ordering console or customer service in local languages would
be of a great help to rural customers thereby aiding further growth of e–commerce companies.
Flipkart has recently acquired a Bengaluru-based artificial intelligence (AI) start-up, Liv.ai,
which has a platform that converts speech-to-text in nine regional languages (Bengali, Punjabi,
Marathi, Gujarati, Kannada, Tamil, Telugu and Hindi). The acquisition is a timely move to focus
on tier-II towns and beyond where a majority of population speak vernacular languages, and not
English [10].
Example in China
“If a customer calls Alibaba with a question or complaint, it is highly probable that one will
be connected not to a human customer service agent, but to a bot called Ali Xiaomi (Ali
Assistant)”[11].
Ali Xiaomi, which handles both spoken and written queries, focuses on e–commerce services,
acting as the customer-service representative and personal shopping assistant.

3. Artificial intelligence (AI) to aid in buying
AI in e–commerce mobile applications can assist in shopping. On the basis of consumer information
which the consumers willingly provide to the apps like family structure, household income, interests
and educational qualifications, AI can use algorithms to suggest suitable products. For example, if
a user is interested in entertainment, the app can assist him/her in buying radio, TV, mobile phone,
etc. on the basis of their disposable income.
Ali Xiaomi, an AI bot of Alibaba acts as the customer-service representative and personal
shopping assistant. In addition to providing answers to FAQ and answering questions about
specific transactions such as delivery status, the Chabot can help users find products when
provided with a text or voice description or even a photo, returning a list of recommendations
that users can filter by brand, colour and other characteristics.
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D

Business models
addressing the
rural e-commerce
opportunity

Prevalent market models
1. Offline to online model through assisted commerce
Some existing businesses are already reaching the rural markets. This is indicative of existence of a
large demand in rural markets in categories like electronic gadgets, mainly mobile phones which can
only be fulfilled by e-commerce. An omni-channel strategy could be required depending upon the
business model. It is not feasible for all companies to open showrooms or retails stores in rural India due
to high capital requirements and sparsely populated geographies. Fulfilling order through a kirana store
assisted commerce could work for a business-to-business (B2B) company which serves categories like
utilities/fashion.
Further, the offline to online model would help alleviate some of the challenges faced by the rural
customers like low digital literacy and lack of trust on the digital platform.
•

Companies helping e-commerce firms in product delivery – These companies usually partner with
certain brands/entrepreneurs and provide logistics access to them.
Connect India
Mainly a provider of last mile delivery services but also does assisted commerce through its Connect
India centers (CIC) – retail stores, pharmacy shops and mobile shops with 200-500 sq. ft. of area.
Each CIC has two or more delivery staff who deliver through bi-cycles. Connect India also has tied
up with common service centers (CSC). Connect India also partners with rural partners to deliver
the last mile. It has introduced rural enterprise commerce concept wherein the reverse logistics
network is used to deliver the produce/products of rural entrepreneurs to the towns/cities.
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Inthree

•

Companies providing digital access to rural consumers to product
catalogues – Certain companies provide digital access to buy products online.
These companies usually collaborate with kirana store owners/other retailers
and the shopkeepers to provide customers with a tablet or kiosks so that the
rural consumers can see which products can be bought online. This would
play an important role in categories like fashion, where touch and feel is an
important factor.
IPay India
It provides assisted commerce experience to customers by tying up with
intermediate retailers who offer these services to consumers; the retailers pay
a one time fee and get a commission for the orders placed through them. These
retailers also act as cash collection points for IPay. Customers can place an
order on the tablet or with the help of the IPay call centre. The goods are later
delivered at the grocery store or to the customer directly. Orders placed on the
platform are prepaid and take five-seven days to be delivered to the customer.
The platform serves more than 20 categories which include goods such as
mobile accessories, apparel, footwear and fashion accessories as well.
StoreKing
Similar to IPay India, it offers an assisted commerce through retailers by
providing a tablet or kiosks. Customers receive short messaging service (SMS) in
vernacular language for confirmation and are identified through phone numbers.
Retailer takes 6% to 20% cut for every transaction. The sellers have to take care
of the logistics. Only the demand side is taken care by StoreKing.

“

Different categories and
the local markets you are
serving should define your
omni-channel strategy, which
should solve for availability,
accessibility and affordability.
Language and assisted buying
are essential elements for
success and penetration in
these rural micro markets
Narayanan H,
Director and COO,
Inthree

“

It provides an assisted commerce to the rural population. Associates from
India Post, NGOs and self–help groups and sales people act as agents, who
sell through a platform named Boonbox installed in phones/tabs and get a
commission for the sales. Business partners register with Inthree to get their
products sold in rural market. The logistics network also belongs to Inthree.
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•

Companies like I-Pay are winning the trust of customers by dealing with retailers
whom the villagers/town people have known for decades. When a retailer
guides them to buy things online, the rural people get convinced. The idea is to
build a brand and ensure the support of local influencers like panchayat, school
principal, etc.

•

Redefining brand policies and brand messaging (e.g., service guarantees and
clear returns policies).

•

Rural customers are delighted to hear the service center executives respond to
them in their regional languages. Customer service and grievance redressed
mechanism in regional languages would ensure connect with the rural customers
and thus, encouraging them to buy a product on the platform.

2. Leveraging existing set–ups
Leveraging existing set–ups to market, selling and delivery of e-commerce products
and services is a great move. The usage of these channels is likely to help gain trust
of the rural customers since they are already involved with them.
Vakrangee Limited [12]
•

Vakrangee Limited, as a technology company provides banking, insurance,
e-governance, e-commerce and logistics services. The company is one of
the main providers of the software and equipment for voter ID cards and
Aadhaar card.

•

As of December 2017, the company operated 44,200 Vakrangee Kendras
through a franchisee-based model. Each outlet provides a range of services
including disbursement of money under Direct Benefit Transfer scheme,
pension and basic banking under National Pension System and Pradhan
Mantri Jan Dhan Yojna, processing of passports and micro insurance under
Atal Pension Yojna, Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojna and Pradhan
Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojna, tax and cess collection, enrolment and
issuance of Aadhaar Card, NREGA Job Card, election card, passport and
certificates for birth, death, domicile and land record.

“

Focus strategy both in terms
of changing the category mix
through catalogue curation and
partners profile, improvement
in last mile to extend the reach
to consumers, and resolving
some of the core challenges
face by the rural consumers
such as touch and feel
would help in improving unit
economics in rural online retail
Palak Mohnot,
Head of Strategy,
StoreKing

“

Addressing lack of trust among rural consumers
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Sahaj e-village [13]
Sahaj e-Village Ltd. is an organization of Srei Initiative, aiming to bridge the
digital divide between metropolitan India and pastoral India. As a part of the
National e-Governance Plan (NeGP) of the Government of India, 100,000
Sahaj Kendra are planned to be set up across the pastoral sector of India by
the end of the financial year 2017–18.

•

The organization follows a brick-and-click model, providing both
government to consumer (G2C) and business to consumer (B2C) services in
remote geographies. It has physical centers in villages offering products and
services using technology platforms. The organization partners with local
villagers to run the Sahaj Kendras.

•

Sahaj has established its presence across 23 states and union territories.
The company currently operates 66,500 service centers compared to
37,000 a year earlier.

Demand generation
1. Product curation and rationalization
Product curation specific to the rural market is vital. Since the rural customers
have a low disposable income, price point plays a major role in decision-making
while buying a product. Further the rural demand differs based on location
and hence, serving varied rural customers through the same catalogue isn’t an
effective strategy. Therefore, identifying the right segments within each category is
extremely important.
For instance in fashion, sarees, being size agnostic, are easier to sell as compared to
t-shirts, which in turn are easier to sell than dresses for women. Further maintaining
the right mix between unstructured products, which offer high margins and low
average selling price (ASP), and branded products, which cater to the aspirations of
the rural customer, is the key to acquire rural customers.
The players need to run continuous analytics and curate a product catalogue unique
to every customer based on their past buying behaviors. This may help increase the
customer experience for rural consumer by creating the right category–product mix
and address the issue of poor internet connectivity by displaying limited items on
the application platform which can load easily.

“

Understand us as empowered
and engaged citizens and
not as fringe voices” ; “Give
us products and services
that are designed for us, not
stripped-down formats”;
“Blow us away with superior
consumer experiences, not
lukewarm engagement”.
We believe that the next
frontier of e-commerce
(or new commerce) is at
the intersection of deeply
listening to the voices of
rural prosumers, co-creating
products/services with them
and designing the right
experiences for them – right
from order origination to
doorstep delivery!

“

•

Madan Padaki,
Founder and CEO,
RubanBridge Pvt Ltd.
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2. Social e-commerce
As of 2017, 160 million users access the internet in rural areas as against 305 million urban users.
Segmenting the “right” customers for focus targeting will play an important role, especially in a space
which is highly commoditized and multiple players are trying to capture the market share.

Figure 18: Internet usage in rural India
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Social commerce providing
•

Regional language social platform, Share Chat, has a daily active
user (DAU) base of 8 million in India that enables sharing of
content in 14 Indian languages[20]. The content has categories
like motivational quotes, lifestyle ideas, business, entertainment,
news, shopping, etc. The content is in the form of images and
videos allowing users to share content with other users in order
to promote content diversity and build connections among users
with similar interests. This creates regional language network
effect that can be leveraged by connecting users for bringing
them aboard on an online shopping platform.

•

Pinduoduo is an e–commerce venture in China that operates on
group discount model. There are different price listings – one
standalone price and another a group price - different group sizes
can avail different discounts. A customer has to invite friends
over WeChat. Price is same for the group members but deliveries
are made to individual addresses in the group. Such a model can
generate demands for price sensitive customers over an online
social network.
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3. Micro credit consumer lending – enabling the rural consumer
Informal micro credit lending given by kirana stores, local pharmacists or any other local stores has
been in existence for ages. In order to empower rural consumers to buy throughout the year and not
just after harvest session, it is vital that consumers have an access to responsible and easy lending.
Digital point–of–sale lending has emerged as a new category of lending to help consumers finance new
spending and to help merchants reduce basket abandonment. The process of credit applications from
banks is paper-intensive and cumbersome. This gap for small credits is fulfilled by fin–tech start–ups
such as Red Carpet and Zest Money, which are catering to users acrossrural and urban areas.
•

Red Carpet: Red Carpet lends to customers in India to finance their online transactions through a
line of credit applied completely by mobile. It uses multiple data sources, such as mobile usage, to fill
gaps in credit scoring for Indian market. No bank account or credit card is required and pay back can
be done in easy instalments using cash[22].

•

Zest Money: Zest Money offers a line of credit at the time of purchase or a revolving credit without
the need of a credit card or a credit score. It has partnered with Amazon, Jabong, Myntra, Flipkart
and Mi and so on[22].

4. Marketing in rural areas
In order to reach the rural customers, two main issues need to be addressed: spreading awareness
about online shopping and providing them an access to these online shopping platforms where they can
carry out online transactions.
a.

Creating awareness

Social gatherings, where a number of rural population assemble, can be used for spreading awareness
about online shopping, such as:
Village fairs
When a large number of villagers gather for a fair, companies can make use of the gathering to promote
their products by distributing small-sized trial packs for any product. Such events can be used for
spreading awareness about the advantages of online shopping.
Pesticide dealers’ network
The traders who provide agricultural support products like manures, fertilizers and pesticides have
a network that reaches the grassroots of any village. This network, which consists of all agrarian
households, can be leveraged by e-commerce firms to know customers better, spread awareness about
their products and finally convert them to online customers.
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b.

Access to digital platforms

There are villagers who are literate and know about online shopping, but they don’t have an access to
digital platforms. Areas in rural India which attract a large number of people can be used to provide an
access to online shopping portals. Not only can these areas be used as places where rural people can
access online shopping portals, but they can also be leveraged as pick-up and drop-off points for orders.
There are villagers who are literate and know about online shopping, but they don’t have an access to
digital platforms. Areas in rural India which attract a large number of people can be used to provide an
access to online shopping portals. Not only can these areas be used as places where rural people can
access online shopping portals, but they can also be leveraged as pick-up and drop-off points for orders.
1. Successful fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) programs to penetrate rural market
Programs in the past that have been widely successful can be replicated to market products in rural
India. Although these programs were designed for offline markets, they can be used for online sales
too.

Project Shakti by Hindustan Unilever Limited (HUL)
•

A network of village women and men called ‘Shakti Ammas’ and
‘Shaktimaans’ were appointed in order to increase the reach of HUL
products to rural households. This project works on commission based
model on the products sold. Avg. profit per month ranges from Rs.700 to
3,000 for a Shakti Amma or Shaktimaan.

•

State Bank of India (SBI) has tied up with HUL, in order to drive its financial
inclusion agenda via this model

Using a similar model, the e-commerce companies can launch a program with “Digitally Literate”.
These people would be educated people who are proficient in using the internet. They would not just
educate villagers about the advantage of online transactions, but also assist them in placing orders.
These digitally literate persons would place orders on behalf of the villagers and deliver the orders to
them. The leaders can be hired by the e-commerce companies on a commission basis.
2. Movie halls
The Government of India has been promoting messages for social causes by featuring advertisments
in movie theatres. An ad featuring Akshay Kumar highlighting the ill effects of smoking and the
advantages of using sanitary napkins is the latest such ad. FMCG companies like Vicco and Nirma
have used this marketing strategy for a long period of time. E-commerce companies can also
advertise and promote their products that are suitable for rural consumers in India. One way to
pursue the plan is by setting up a kiosk outside movie halls where villagers are assisted to place
orders online.
3. Indian Railways
India has the 4th largest railway network in the world. Trains are present in many rural areas that are
difficult to reach by road and almost impossible by air. By placing ads in trains that specifically run
in rural areas, e-commerce companies can reach a massive number of people and promote online
shopping on their portals. Kiosks can be set up at railway stations in a village, where a digitally literate
person can be employed to place orders on behalf of the villagers.
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4. Bus terminals/Buses
Buses that run within villages or within rural areas can be used for setting up ads or providing fliers.
This way, e-commerce firms can reach to the grassroots of Indian rural areas. Bus stops attract a
large crowd of rural travelers and they can be leveraged to provide an access to digital platforms for
e-commerce by placing a tablet at a kiosk.

Supply side innovations
Logistics innovation: leveraging asset–light models
In order to scale operations quickly, it is suggested to use an asset-light model. This way, the companies
will save costs more prominently and be at lower risk due to non-ownership of fixed assets like heavy
equipment machinery, land, etc.
1. Following a hybrid of market and inventory model wherein the inventory is owned by the seller but
stored in fulfilment centres of the e-commerce companies would ensure that quality of the products
are maintained and at the same time reducing the inventory cost for the e-commerce companies.
2. Using the network of existing logistics players can help e-commerce companies leverage
economies of scale of the logistics provider’s network and focus their attention solely on e-commerce
as is already being done in myriad cases.

Use case
Leveraging India Post for distribution and delivery, for example; Amazon
has tied up with India Post for the delivery to 19,000 pin codes. The Indian
Postal Service is reliable, cheap and has a wide network. 89.7% of post
offices in India are situated in rural areas lending a vast infrastructural
network to e–commerce companies. E–commerce companies cannot ignore
the network penetration of a traditional post office [14]. India Post now
delivers an average of 75,000 parcels daily[15].
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3. Using alternate delivery models to address some of the challenges faced by e-commerce companies
like rural houses not having an address, and being located far away from one another.

Customer pick up (PUDO)
Customers are responsible for
picking up their orders from a place
that has a verifiable address. For
example, an important landmark like
a public school, post office or a gas
station can be used.

Delivery through retailers/local shopkeepers
The responsibility of the last mile delivery lies with
the local shopkeepers/retailers who deliver the
ordered goods to the customers’ addresses. In most
cases, shopkeepers/local retailers are aware of the
names of their customers and where they live.

In the near future, several other initiatives can be taken up as alternate delivery models. US-based
startups like Postmates and Instacart use crowdsourcing platform to connect businesses to nonprofessional couriers, who deliver goods instantly, thereby creating “uberization” like effect.

4. Sourcing the products through right supply chain is important. In categories, where largely
unstructured products are sold, acquiring and selling products locally could help manage the prices
and volumes better, hence improving unit economics. For example, someone living in a remote
village in Madhya Pradesh placed an order for a pair of shoes from a seller in Mumbai. The cost of
logistics for this process will be high. If a seller in Bhopal could provide the same shoes, the length
of supply chain will reduce drastically thereby lowering the logistics cost. The concept of distributed
logistics also plays an important role here. It is vital to select the couriers in accordance with the
area being served. Deeper hinterlands of rural India can be served by local people who can act as
courier service providers. A large courier service will take the product only to a certain area with a
known pin code, after that a local person who knows the villagers of the particular reagion can take
the product and deliver it to the doorstep of the shopper.
5. Digital retail sourcing platforms allow local stores to directly source products from a broad
selection of brands at competitive prices. This is quite useful in rural areas as retailers have to
maintain loyalty to a particular wholesaler/distributor for products and don’t have an access to
multiple product ranges.
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Case Study
Case study of digital retail sourcing platform – LingShou Tong (LST) in China

LST is a digital retail sourcing platform that allows these local stores to directly source products
from a broad selection of brands at competitive prices, by leveraging Tmall/Taobao/1688.com/
Rural Taobao’s network. In China, there are c6m mom-and-pop convenience stores. The brand
partners, especially those in lesser populated cities where the retail network is less established,
derive the benefit from deeper distribution channels.
Local mom-and-pop stores are the underdogs relative to convenience stores and are likely to
adopt to LST because of the following reasons –
•

Product range and selection: Convenience stores have a range of products with cold,
warm and room temperatures. Local mom-and-pop stores serve only products with room
temperature given a lack of facilities to store products.

•

Product promotion: Local mom-and-pop stores are fragmented and don’t have advertising
support from brands.

•

Procurement and inventory management are based on demand data and supported by LST
network.

•

Product display redesigned is based on analysis of the demographics of store locations and
size of stores.

•

In-store promotions from brands: During major online shopping events, stores in the LST
program can order products with promotional prices and print posters with the product
details and barcodes to attract customers.
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Case Study
Case study of technology solutions for logistics in e–commerce – Cainiao in China
Cainiao is a logistics data platform leveraging the capacity and capabilities of logistics partners
to provide domestic and international one–stop–shop logistics services and supply chain
management solutions. It fulfils logistics needs of merchants and consumers by using data
insights and technologies to improve efficiency across the logistics value chain.
Features of Cainiao
•

Cainiao aims to fulfil orders within 24 hours in China and 72 hours anywhere else in the world

•

Cainiao is powered by investment from Alibaba, Alibaba owns 51% stake in Cainiao

•

Cainiao’s asset-light model allows a faster pace to breakeven

Solutions by Cainiao
•

Delivery data and technology solutions: This is a value–added service that links merchants
to logistics service providers and consumers, provides real-time order tracking information
and boosts logistics efficiency. Merchants select the services of logistics service providers that
use Cainiao’s data platform for accuracy of delivery information and optimization of delivery
routes. Merchants assume the responsibility for the fulfilment of order starting from their
warehouses and paying for express couriers to pick up, transport, sort and provide last-mile
deliveries of the packages to end consumers. As a result, it is an asset–light model and the
majority of packages from core commerce are fulfilled by this model.

•

Domestic fulfilment solutions: This service is offered to medium to large merchants who
need a nationwide warehousing network and supply chain management services to optimize
inventory placement and the efficiency of package delivery. Cainiao assumes responsibility
to fulfil the orders and package delivery to end consumers, and charges a fee. Cainiao uses a
combination of owned and partners’ warehouses to fulfil orders.

•

Cross–border: Cainiao provides import and export logistics services to merchants on Tmall
Global and AliExpress.

•

Rural and urban last mile: Cainiao has developed technological solutions and operational
standards for last–mile delivery. In rural areas, Cainiao coordinates delivery from county-level
rural Taobao stations to villages. In urban areas, Cainiao provides smart pick–up stations
around urban communities and college campuses.
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E New-age

technologies

1. Internet of things
Internet of things (IoT) would facilitate availability of key parcel information such as parcel location
in the supply chain and parcel arrival. It would enable faster flow of information in the supply chain
thus improving customer satisfaction. It would help reduce anxiety for a rural customer who stays far
away from an urban distribution hub. This takes care of the lack of trust that rural consumers have in
online shopping.

2. Using block chain to address the following

Blacklisting bad
customers:
Shared customer
lists to ensure that
toxic customers are
avoided

Personal offers and
loyalty programs:
Purchasing history
and reward points
are safely captured
on the block chain

Legitimate reviews:
This would solve the
problem of positive
reviews generated by
sellers themselves
and negative reviews
written by competitors

Warranties and receipts:
Storing all purchase
information on the block
chain would avoid the
frustration of losing
paper receipts and being
unable to prove warranty
coverage

Fraud protection:
Each step in the ordering
process (order placement,
payment, fulfilment and
shipping) adds a new
block to the chain with the
time that the action was
performed

Payments without
intermediaries:
Block chain has
the potential to
replace traditional
currencies
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Conclusion
Rural market presents unique challenges for e-commerce companies (e-tail). However, the stage is set right
for e–commerce companies looking to accelerate growth and capture critical market share. The trick is to
experiment with different models to find an indigenous solution to capture the rural India. The utopia here
will be to create enterprise designs purely with the customer at the center of all operations, seamlessly
intertwining the physical and digital worlds into a single touch point with the customer, creating an
association of “trust” with the brands.

The key takeaways are:
The rural customers, backed by favorable micro economic factors and increased internet reach, offer
the next wave of growth for the ecommerce companies, presenting a potential opportunity of US$10b–
US$12b in the next four years.
The apprehensions of the rural customers related to online purchase, for instance the lack of trust and fear
of poor after sales services, and the non-homogenous market dynamics are some of the challenges. These
challenges could be overcome in the following ways:
•

Use of vernacular languages in after sales support could aid in solving the apprehensions of the rural
customers.

•

Offline to online model (assisted commerce) to reach out to the customers by providing a digital access
to product catalogue, will help reduce customer apprehensions and improve trust.

•

Leverage on existing social structure and infrastructure to create awareness and trust among the
customers.

The demands in rural India is geography specific and would require uber-localization. Further, while the
rural customers are aspirational and desire to own branded products, they are also price sensitive. The
trick is to create the right mix between unstructured products, which are sold at attractive price points, and
branded products catering to their aspirations.
To gain traction in the rural markets, companies would be required to rethink their business models and
focus on demand generation, supply and services innovation.
•

Product curation and rationalization, across each geographies, while identifying the right category–
product mix, with the share of unstructured and branded goods would help improve the unit economics
of serving to the rural customers.

•

Offering an easy line of credit by partnering with financial organizations that help with micro-lending
will enable spending both from businesses and rural customers.

•

Leverage on existing social structure and infrastructure to create awareness and trust among the
customers.

Further to improve the challenging unit economics of reaching out to the rural consumers, creating
efficiency on the supply side would be required. Few of the suggestions are as follows:
•

Using network for existing logistics players (distributed logistic network) and leveraging alternative
delivery models will help drive economics of scale

•

Leveraging local sourcing and last mile through distributed logistics for better margins

•

Creating digital retail sourcing platform – e-commerce companies can act as a supplier to millions of
small shop owners across the rural areas
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Appendix 1: Abbreviations
Abbreviation

Definition

CX

Customer experience

PC

Personal computer

MVP

Minimum viable product

AI

Artificial Intelligence

CIC

Connect India Centre

CSC

Common service centre

NGO

Non-governmental organization

PUDO

Pick up and drop off points

CAGR

Compounded annual growth rate

NABARD

National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development

BMI

Business monitor international

IAMAI

Internet and Mobile Association of India

Nasscom

The National Association of Software and Services Companies

COO

Chief Operating Officer

IIPA

Indian Institute of Public Administration
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